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Abstract 
This paper gives effective domain representations of spaces Z(X) of non-empty compact sub- 
sets of effective complete metric spaces X. The domain representation of m(X) is constructed 
from a domain representation of X using the Plotkin power domain construction. As an applica- 
tion of the representation an effective version of a fundamental theorem on IFS (iterated function 
system) is shown. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper, we construct effective domain representations of X(X), the space 
of non-empty compact subsets of a complete effective metric space X. A domain 
representation of a topological space consists of a quotient map from a subset of 
a domain onto the topological space. The representation can be used to introduce 
computability on the topological space via the representing function. Since domain 
theory is a theory of approximations this is in essence a method to introduce effectivity 
on a space by computing on approximations of points in the space. 
The representations of X’(X) are constructed from a standard domain representation 
D of X using the Plotkin power domain construction. This construction gives us further 
evidence of the generality of using domain representations to introduce computability 
on uncountable structures [ l&4,5]. 
Having a domain representation of the compact subsets of an effective metric space 
we can introduce a notion of efSectively compact sets. We also introduce a notion of 
efictively totally bounded sets directly on the effective metric space. These two notions 
are proven to be equivalent. The notion of effectively totally bounded corresponds to 
the notion of compactness used in constructive mathematics. 
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Using the effective domain representation of X’(X) we can show an effective version 
of a fundamental theorem from the theory of IFS (iterated function system). We show 
that any finite set of effective contractive functions has an attractor and that this attractor 
is effectively compact. 
Edalat and Heckmann [lo] have used continuous (non-algebraic) domains to build 
domain representations of X(X). See also [8,9]. The approach presented here differs 
from theirs by using algebraic domains and by taking effectivity into account. 
In Section 2 we present some basics of domain theory including the Plotkin power 
domain construction. In Section 3 we present the notion of domain representations. 
We include in this section also the construction of domain representations for metric 
spaces from [4] for reference. 
Section 4 contains two constructions of domain representations of X(X). The first 
and simpler construction is for the case when effectivity is not considered. The construc- 
tion is then repeated for the effective case. This construction is harder since consistency 
is not decidable in the na’ive approach. This forces us to work with formal balls and 
results in an extra level of complexity. 
2. Domains 
In this section we will briefly review domain theory. We include a presentation of the 
Plotkin power domain construction. We concentrate on giving the notions and hint at 
some results. The proofs are generally omitted and can be found in [17] or in [l]. 
2.1. Preliminaries on domains 
Let D = (D, C) be a partial order. Let A C: D. We will use the notation r A to denote 
the set {y E D: 3 E A(x C y)}. W e will abbreviate T(x) by TX. We define 1 A and lx 
dually. A set A C: D is directed if A # 0 and whenever x, y E A then there is z E A such 
that x E z and y C z. The supremum, or least upper bound, of a set A C D (if it exists) 
is denoted by u A. As usual we write x U y instead of u {x, y}. 
A complete partial order, abbreviated cpo, is a partial order, D = (D; C, i), such 
that I is the least element in D and where any directed set A CD has a supremum, 
Let D be a cpo. Then an element a ED is compact if whenever A CD is a directed 
set and a C u A, then a E J A. The set of compact elements of D is denoted by D,. 
A cpo D is algebraic if for each x E D, the set approx(x) = J,x n DC is directed and 
x = U approx(x). A cpo D is consistently complete if U A exists in D whenever A C D 
is a consistent set, i.e., has an upper bound. 
Definition 2.1. A Scott-Ershov domain is a consistently complete algebraic cpo. 
The unqualified word domain will usually stand for Scott-Ershov domain. However, 
since the Plotkin power domain of a Scott-Ershov domain need not be a Scott-Ershov 
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domain we sometimes let domain stand for algebraic cpo. We trust to the reader to 
make the correct interpretation. 
The topology normally used on domains is called the Scott topology. Let D be an 
algebraic cpo. A subset U of D is open if 
(i) x E U and x C y implies y E U, and 
(ii) x E U implies that there exists a E approx(x) such that a E U. 
An easy observation is that the Scott topology on a domain is TO. However, the 
Scott topology fails to be T, on all domains except the trivial domain consisting of a 
single element. 
One can show that the sets Ia for a ED, constitutes a base for the Scott topology 
on D. We will also write B, for j’a. 
Let D and E be algebraic cpos. A fimction f: D --) E is Scott continuous if f is 
monotone and 
for any directed A CD. The notion of Scott continuity coincides with the notion of 
continuity induced from the Scott topology on the algebraic cpos. 
Any continuous function between domains is determined by its values on the compact 
elements. In fact, let D and E be domains, then a monotone function f : DC -+ E has 
a unique extension to a continuous function g : D -+ E such that f = 910,. 
Domains are often constructed as the completion of some underlying structure. We 
will study the structure from which Scott-Ershov domains can be constructed. 
The compact elements D, of a Scott-Ershov domain D form a conditional upper 
semilattice with least element, abbreviated cusl. That is, a cusl is a partially ordered 
set, with a least element, where a least upper bound exists for every pair of elements 
that have an upper bound. 
Definition 2.2. Let P be a preorder. Then I C P is an ideal if 
(i) I#0, 
(ii) if aEI and b&a then bEI, and 
(iii) if a, b E I then there exists an upper bound of a and b in I. 
Note that, when P is a cusl, then (iii) and (ii) in the definition above implies that 
if a,beZ then aUbEI. 
For a E P we let [a] denote the principal ideal generated by a. The ideal completion 
over a cusl P is the set of all ideals over P, denoted Idl(P). When ordered by set 
inclusion the ideal completion of a cusl forms a Scott-Ershov domain. The compact 
elements of Idl(P) are the principal ideals [a], for a E P. 
The representation theorem for Scott-Ershov domains tells us that any Scott-Ershov 
domain is the ideal completion of a cusl. 
Theorem 2.3. Let D be a Scott-Ershov domain. Then Idl(D,) 2 D. 
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We clearly have the following equivalence, for I E Idl(P) 
Thus the basic open sets of Idl(P) in the Scott topology are of the form B, ={I E 
Idl(P): a E Z} for a E P. 
2.2. ESfective domains 
We start by recalling some basic notions of computability. 
A structure A is a tuple A = (A; RI, . . . , R,; 01,. . . , CT,), where A is a nonempty set, 
Rj 2 An.! is an nj-ary relation and O, : A m1 + A is an mi-av operation on A. A numbering 
of a structure A is a surjective function u : Sz, + A, where Sz, C U. Let z1 denote the 
equivalence relation defined on 9, by 
m -,n * a(m) = a(n). 
The pair (A, a), where x is a numbering of the structure A, is an effective structure 
if every function and relation can be tracked with respect to the numbering a. An 
effective structure (A,a) is computable if 52, is a recursive set and --a is a recursive 
relation. 
Let (A, a) and (B, fi) be effective structures. A function S : A + B is (a, fl)-computable 
if there is a partial recursive function p such that Q, s dam{ and for each m E Sz,, 
f(a(m)) = W(m)). 
A partial function g : A --+ B is (a, /I)-computable if there is a partial recursive func- 
tion i such that dom(g o a) C domg^, and which satisfies g(a(m)) = P(y^(m)), for m E 
dom(g o a). 
A set CC A is a-decidable (a-semidecidable) if a-‘[Cl is recursive (r.e.). A recur- 
sive (r.e.) index for a-‘[Cl is called a recursive (r.e.) x-index of C. 
When regarding computability on a cusl we are not only interested in having a 
decidable ordering but also having a decidable consistency relation and the ability to 
compute suprema of finite consistent sets. Therefore we consider a cusl to be a structure 
of the form P=(P; C ,Cons,U,l). 
Definition 2.4. Let P be a cusl. Then (P,a) is a computable cusl if a is a computable 
numbering of the structure P = (P; C, Cons, Ll, I). A domain D is an efSective domain 
if there is a such that (Dc,a) is a computable cusl. We denote this effective domain 
by (Q a). 
Definition 2.5. Let (D, a) be an effective domain. Then x E D is an a-computable l- 
ement if approx(x) is a-semidecidable. An r.e. index of the set X-’ [approx(x)] is an 
a-index of the computable element x. 
The prefix a will be dropped when the numbering is clear from the context. 
Let Dk denote the set {x ED: x is computable}. Note that D, C Dk. 
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Definition 2.6. Let (D, IX) and (E, p) be effective domains. A continuous function ,f : 
D -+ E is (a, P)-efSective if the relation R C: D, x E, defined by 
is (x, /I)-semidecidable, that is the relation 
is r.e. An r.e. index for i is an efSective index for f with respect to c1 and /J’. 
Lemma 2.7. Let (D, a),(E, 8) and (F, y) be efictive domains and let f : D --f E and 
g : E + F be continuous and (a, /3)-efSective and (B, y)-efSective, respectively. 
(i) If x E D is cr-computable then f(x) E E is p-computable. 
(ii) The composition h = go f is (a, y)-effective. 
The proof is standard, see [ 171. We observe that the standard proof is uniform. That 
is, we can uniformly obtain an index for f(x) from indices for f and x. Similarly an 
index for h is obtained uniformly from indices of f and g. 
Definition 2.8. Let (D, cr) be a effective domain and suppose D, C C CD. Then (C, ;,) 
is a constructive subdomain of (D, LX) if y : Q, -+ C is a surjective numbering such that 
Q, C_ o is recursive, and 
(i) the inclusion mapping z : D, 4 C is (a, y)-computable, and 
(ii) the relation R(n, m) H a(n) L y(m) is r.e., that is approx(y(m)) is a-semidecidable 
uniformly in m. 
Note that y-equality is not decidable in general. 
We state the following theorem which can be found in [ 171. 
Theorem 2.9. Let (D, cr) be a effective domain. Then there is a numbering ji : co + Dk 
such that (Dk,c?) is a constructive subdomain of (D,cl). 
2.3. The Plotkin power domain 
Power domains were introduced by Plotkin [16]. They are used to give semantics 
to programs that are non-deterministic or parallel. A power domain construction is a 
domain theoretic variant of the powerset operator. 
Power domains are usually one of three kinds, the upper, the lower and the convex 
power domain, which is a combination of the other two. They are often associated 
with the names Smyth, Hoare and Plotkin, respectively. 
The class of Scott-Ershov domains are closed under the Smyth and the Hoare power 
domain construction. However, it is not closed under the Plotkin power domain con- 
struction. We will therefore consider a generalisation of countably based Scott-Ershov 
domains, called SFP domains. The acronym SFP stands for sequence of jnite partiul 
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orders. It is well known that the category of SFP domains is Cartesian closed and 
closed under the Plotkin power domain. 
We will use the notation Y,?(X) to denote all finite non-empty subsets of the set X. 
Definition 2.10. An SFP domain is a countably based algebraic cpo, D, which satisfies 
the following conditions. For any A E 9’T(D,), 
(i) MUB(A) is complete, that is, every upper bound of A is above some element of 
MUB(A), and 
(ii) U,IEw MUB”(A) is finite, 
where MUB(A) denotes the set of minimal upper bounds of A and MUB”(A) is defined 
by 
MUB’(A ) = A, 
MUB”+‘(A) = u {MUB(B): BE 9Q(MUB”(A))} 
Clearly, any countably based Scott-Ershov domain is an SFP domain. 
We denote MUB({a,b}) by mub(a, b). Let K, denote the finite set of numbers with 
index n under some canonical enumeration of all finite subsets of w. 
Definition 2.11. An SFP domain D is eflective if there exists a computable numbering 
c(:w~D, of (D,,&,l) and a recursive function f :o* 40 such that cx[K~(~,~,]= 
mWa(n), x(m)). 
The following lemma shows that the notion of effective SFP domain is a generali- 
sation of the notion of effective Scott-Ershov domain. 
Lemma 2.12. (i) An eflhctive Scott-Ershov domain is an effective SFP domain. 
(ii) A Scott-Ershov domain that is an eflective SFP domain is an eflective 
Scott-Ershov domain. 
Proof. (i) is easy. For (ii) assume that D is a Scott-Ershov domain that is an effective 
SFP domain. Let a, b E D. The supremum of a and b exists if mub(a, b) # 8. This is 
decidable and hence the consistency relation is decidable. To compute a u b we simply 
have to compute the unique element in mub(a, b) if a and b are consistent. 0 
Definition 2.13. Let D be an algebraic cpo and define a preorder Cp on 9’f*(DC) by 
A [TpB ti (Vb E B)( 3a E A)(a 5 b), and (I) 
(Va EA)(3b E B)(a C b). (2) 
This is the Egli-Milner order. The conditions 1 and 2 will be referred to as the Smyth 
and Hoare condition, respectively. Note that the Egli-Milner order is not antisymmetric. 
The Plotkin power domain of D, pp(D), is the ideal completion Idl(?:f(D,), &). 
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are constructed similarly, but where the 
condition and only the Hoare condition, 
The compact elements of P’p(D) are the ideals on the form [A]={BE$(D,: B&PA}, 
for A E Y’*,(Q). Note that [A] = [B] does not imply that A = B since &p fails to be 
antisymmetric. 
Lemma 2.14. Let S be a non-empty subset of D. Then the set 
I= 
{ 
A cr Uapprox(x):V_xES3aEA(aCx) 
XES I 
is an ideal in Yp,(D). 
Proof. Clearly I C 9”;(Dc). The set I is non-empty since {I} E I. 
Let B&A for some AEI. For any b EB there exists an aEA such that bLa 
by the Hoare condition. This a is an approximation to some x E S, hence b is also 
an approximation of x. For any x E S there exists an a E A such that a 5x. By the 
Smyth condition there exists a b E B such that b C a C x. Thus B E I, i.e., I is closed 
downwards with respect to Cp. 
Let A, B E I and let C = {c E mub(a, b) : a E A, b E B, 3 x E S(c & x)}. Clearly, any 
element of C is below some x E S. For any x ES there exists a E A and b E B below x. 
Hence 3c E mub(a, b)(c C x). This c belongs to C so C E I. Any element of C is clearly 
above some element of A. For an a E A there exists an x E S above a. There exists a 
b E B below x, hence a and b is below x. Thus there exists an c E mub(a, b) which 
also belongs to C. Thereby showing that any element of A is below some element of 
C. Hence A CpC. By the same argument B [Tp C. Hence C is an upper bound of A 
and B in I. 
Thus we have shown that I is an ideal in 9’p(D). 0 
We denote the ideal I constructed from the set S in the lemma above by [S]. This 
extends the notation of compact elements introduced above. 
Lemma 2.15. Let S be a finite subset of Dk, the computable lements of D. Then 
[S] E (pp~(D))k uniJbrmly. 
Proof. The ideal I constructed in Lemma 2.14 is clearly computable under the 
assumption. 0 
Lemma 2.16. Let D be an SFP domain and let E =gpp(D). Suppose that [C] is a 
minimal upper bound of [A] and [B] in E,. Then there exists a C’$D, such that 
[C] = [C’] and such that 
C’ & U mub(a, b). 
oEA hEB 
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Proof. For any c E C there exists a E A and b E B such that a, b 5c by the Smyth 
condition, hence c is an upper bound of some a E A and b E B. If c is an upper bound 
of aEA and beB then da,b,c denotes a minimal upper bound of a and b below c. 
Let C’ = {d,,b,c : a E A, b E B, c E C and a, b 5 c}. Clearly C’ consists only of minimal 
upper bounds. It is easy to verify [A], [B] C [C’] C [Cl. Hence, [C] = [C’], since [C] is 
a minimal upper bound. 0 
We will now consider taking a power domain of an effective SFP domain. So suppose 
that (D, CI) is an effective SFP domain with a numbering a and let E = g’p(D). Define 
j : o --t P;(&) to be the canonical numbering of all finite non-empty subsets of D,. 
Clearly, /i’ can also be viewed as a numbering of E,. 
Theorem 2.17. Let (D, x) be an effective SFP domain and let E = gp(D). Then (E, b) 
is an eflective SFP domain, where /I is as above. 
Proof. We will suppress the numberings in the argument below. 
The order is clearly decidable since it is only finite quantifications over a decidable 
relation. 
Let [A] and [B] be elements of E,. If there exists an upper bound of [A] and [B] 
then there exists a minimal upper bound and by Lemma 2.16 there exists a minimal 
upper bound [C] of [A] and [B] such that C only contains minimal upper bounds. 
Hence, if [A] and [B] are consistent then there exists a minimal upper bound of [A] 
and [B] consisting of a non-empty subset of the set 
S = lJ {mub(a, b): aEA, bEB, Cons({a,b})}. 
The set S is finite and we can generate all non-empty subsets of it effectively. Since 
the order is decidable we can determine which subsets are actually upper bounds. Let 
%={CCS: [C] IS an upper bound of [A] and [B]}. 
If %? # 0 then [A] and [B] are consistent. To find all the minimal upper bounds simply 
use the decidability of the order to find the minimal elements in 55’. This is a complete 
set of minimal upper bounds. 0 
3. Domain representations 
We start by giving the fundamental definition of domain representability. 
Definition 3.1. Let X be a topological space and DR be a subset of a domain D. 
Then (D,DR, q) is a domain representation of X if cp: DR -+X is an onto quotient 
map. Suppose M is a numbering of D, such that (D,cr) is an effective domain. Then 
((0, a), DR, cp) is an effective domain representation of X. 
The set DR consists of the representing elements, hence the superscript R. 
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Since the fimction cp in the definition above is a quotient map it is the case that 
DR/- “X, 
where - is the equivalence relation induced by cp on DR, i.e., x N y @q(x) = q(y) 
and where DR/- is given the quotient topology from the Scott topology on D. 
The representing domain D contains both proper approximations and total or com- 
plete representations of elements of X, the latter constituting the set DR. 
Our domain representations are usually pseudo-open domain representations, i.e., the 
representing function cp is actually pseudo-open. A function f :X + Y is pseudo-open 
if for any y E Y and any open set U CX it is the case that 
f ?Yl c u =+ Y E (f FJ1r, 
where Z” denotes the interior of Z. This notion is due to Arhangelskij [2]. A continuous 
pseudo-open function is always a quotient. 
Definition 3.2. Let (D, DR, cp) and (E, ER, I/I) be domain representations of X and Y, 
respectively. A continuous function f :X + Y is represented by a continuous function 
f:D+E if II/(?(x))= f(cp(x)), for all FEDS. 
The following easy result is important. 
Proposition 3.3. Let (D,DR, cp) and (E, ER, $) be domain representations of X and 
Y, respectively. Let f : D--, E be continuous such that fS[DR] C ER and such that 
cp(x) = cp( y) + ~&f(x)) = $(f( y)), for x, y E DR. Then f induces a unique continuous 
function f :X + Y. 
3.1. Domain representations of metric spaces 
We will repeat the construction of domain representations of metric spaces from [4] 
and at the same time introduce some notions and notations for later use. The repre- 
sentations constructed here will be referred to as standard representations. A more 
detailed account of the constructions is given in [4]. 
Let X be a metric space. Our first aim is to build a domain representation (D,DR, 
cp) of X. For a metric space X, we denote the interior and closure of a subset F of 
X by F” and F, respectively. We denote the open sphere centred in x E X and with 
radius r by B(x,r). 
Definition 3.4. Let X be a metric space and let P be a family of nonempty closed 
subsets of X including X. Then P=(P; C ,X) is a closed neighbourhood system if 
the following is satisfied: 
(i) if F,F’EP and FflF’fQ) then FnF’EP, and 
(ii) if x E U, where U is open, then (3F E P)(x E F” A F C U). 
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Condition (i) makes P ordered by reverse inclusion into a cusl. Thus the supremum 
F U F’ in P is F n F’. P is an approximation for X in the sense of [ 181. Every metric 
space, X, has a closed neighbourhood system, since if x E U and U is open, then by 
regularity of X, there exists an F closed in X that fulfills (ii). Thus the set of all 
nonempty closed sets is a closed neighbourhood system. 
Fix X = (X,d) to be a complete metric space and fix a closed neighbourhood system 
P for X. Let D=Idl(P), the ideal completion of P. By the representation theorem 
for domains we know that D, 2 P. We will often identify elements of D, with the 
corresponding elements in P. For Z ED we say that x is approximated by I if x E nZ. 
For a subset F CX let 
diam(F) = sup d(x, v). 
x&F 
Definition 3.5. An ideal I ED is a converging ideal if 
(V/E > 0)(3F E Z)(diam(F) <E). 
It is easy to see that the intersection of a converging ideal is a singleton set. We 
denote by I --+ x that Z is a converging ideal such that n Z = {x}. Let DR be the set of 
converging ideals and define cp: DR +X by 
Using the construction above the following result is shown in [4]. The result can 
actually be strengthened to include non-complete metric spaces. 
Theorem 3.6. Let X be a complete metric space. Then there exists a domain repre- 
sentation (D, DR, cp) of X. 
A domain representation of a metric space constructed as above will be called a 
standard domain representations of the metric space. It can be shown [6] that standard 
domain representations of metric spaces are pseudo-open. Moreover, if (D, DR, cp) and 
(E, ER, $) are standard domain representations of the metric spaces X and Y, respec- 
tively, then it can be shown that any continuous function f: X + Y can be represented 
by a continuous function 7: D 4 E. 
The domain representation constructed above is not always effective. We will iden- 
tify a subclass of metric spaces for which a general construction of effective domain 
representations is possible. 
First we formalise the notion of an effective metric space. An effective metric space 
is a subspace of the metric completion of a computable metric space. A computable 
metric space is a computable set together with a computable metric on the set with 
values in a computable ordered archimedean field. Here are the precise definitions. 
Definition 3.7. Let K be an ordered field. Then (K, y) is a computable ordered field 
if y is a computable numbering of the structure K = (K; d, +, ., 0,l). 
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We let [wk denote the structure of recursive reals with its canonical effective num- 
bering p. Let (K, y) be a computable archimedean ordered field. Then K is isomorphic 
to a subfield of R, see for example [7]. Furthermore [14] proves that any computable 
ordered subfield of R is computably embedded into (&,p). That is, there is a (y, p)- 
computable embedding of K into &. 
Definition 3.8. A computable metric space is a triple ((A, a), (K, y), d), where 
(i) (A,a) is a computable set, 
(ii) (K, y) is a computable archimedean ordered field, 
(iii) d: A2 --) K is an (a,y)-computable metric on A, that is, d is a metric and there 
exists a recursive function 2: .fP 1 --f 0, satisfying y o h = d o x2, i.e., 2 tracks d. 
We will abbreviate the notation of a computable metric space ((A, a), (K, y), d) by 
(A,K,d) or (A,a) when appropriate. 
Given a metric space (A,d) we let A* denote the metric completion of A with respect 
to the metric d. We let d denote the induced metric on A* as well. 
Definition 3.9. Let ((A,a),(K, y),d) be a computable metric space and let X satisfy 
A C X 5 A*. Then X = (4 (A, a), (K, y), d) is an efictive metric space. 
In this paper, we are mainly concerned with the case X = A*. 
A first example of a computable metric space is Q together with the canonical 
computable numbering of Q, where the distance function takes values in the computable 
ordered field Q and is defined by d(x, y) = Ix-y/. Note that the metric completion of 
Q is R, so R is an effective metric space. 
It is shown in [4] that R”, CIO, I] (the continuous functions on the unit interval) 
and some P-spaces are effective metric spaces. 
We now set out to represent effective metric spaces by effective domains. 
Below we let ((A, tx),(K,y),d) be a computable metric space. We will show that 
we can represent the effective metric space A* = (A*, (A, a), (K, y),d) by an effective 
domain. The domain will consist of approximations of elements of A. A straightforward 
choice is to let the approximations be certain closed subsets of A ordered by reverse 
inclusion. However, it is often impossible to compute on such approximations. For 
example, to decide whether two approximations are consistent, i.e., have a nonempty 
intersection, we intuitively have to enumerate elements of A until we find an element 
that belongs to both of the approximations, which clearly is only a semidecidable 
process in general. 
As approximations we are going to consider all closed balls with rational radii centred 
in points belonging to A. We will define operations on these balls considered as formal 
objects and not as sets, and thus the balls will be called formal balls, and denoted by 
F,,,, where a E A and Y E Q+. We will sometimes use the set theoretic notations x E F,., 
and F,,, g V when F,,, is considered as the set {x E A*: d(a,x)<r}. 
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It will help to think about the following concepts when formal balls are interpreted 
as closed spheres in, e.g., R2. 
Two formal balls F,,,,Fb,S are consistent, denoted F,,, TFb,$, if d(a,b),<r+s. Note 
that two formal balls may be consistent even though their intersection is empty. A finite 
set of formal balls is pairwise consistent if every pair of formal balls are consistent. 
A formal ball F,,, is contained in another formal ball Fb,S, denoted P,,,=#,,, if 
d(a,b)+r<s. This containment relation implies set theoretic inclusion, and is clearly 
transitive. A finite set of formal balls is permissible if it is pairwise consistent and has 
no formal ball contained in another, i.e., 
Both consistency and containment are decidable because the metric function d takes 
values in the computable ordered field K. It follows that it is decidable whether or not 
a finite set of formal balls is permissible. 
Let P be the set of all finite permissible sets of formal balls. Let c and r range over 
P. We are about to make P into a cusl. To do that we need to specify the ordering 
relation. We define for m, n 3 0, 
{EW : ldi<n}C{Fb,,,~,: 1~j6m}~vi<n3j<m(F,,,,~Fh,,s,). 
This is a partial order because the relation is defined on permissible sets of for- 
mal balls. The empty set is the least element. We note that two permissible sets 
c = IF,,,,, : 1 <i<n} and r= {P&,: 1 <j <m} are consistent if for every i and j, F,,,, 
and F&, are consistent. The supremum of CJ and r is cr U r = g(o U z), whenever 17 
and r are consistent, where the function g takes a consistent set of formal balls into a 
permissible set of formal balls by removing any formal ball containing another formal 
ball. We have shown that (P; L, I) is a cusl. 
The set P ordered as above is a computable cusl. Let D be the effective domain 
Idl(P). 
Definition 3.10. (i) An element x E A* is approximated by I ED if 
(V/a E Z)(VG,r E g)(x E F,,,). 
(ii) The ideal I ED is converging if for any E >0 there exists a formal ball F,,, E I 
such that Y-C&. 
Every converging ideal approximates exactly one element in A*. We will use the no- 
tation I +x to say that Z is converging and that the unique element approximated by Z 
is x. For each x E A* let Z, be the ideal generated by the set {F,,,: d(a,x) <r A r E Q+ A 
a E A}. The ideal Z, converges to x and is the least ideal that converges to x. 
Let DR be the set of converging ideals in D. For every ideal Z E DR there is an 
x E A* such that Z ix, and conversely, for every x E A* there is an ideal Z E DR such 
that Z -+x. 
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Define cp: DR +X by 
cp(z)=x@z~x. 
That cp is onto is witnessed by the ideals I,. 
We have the following result [4]. 
Theorem 3.11. Let X =(X,(A,a),(K, y),d) be an efictive metric space. Then 
(D, DR, cp) constructed as above is an effective domain representation of X. 
We call the representation constructed above a standard efSective domain represen- 
tation of an effective metric space. 
4. Representing compact subsets 
In this section we will show that there exists a natural domain representation of the 
set of non-empty compact subsets of a complete metric space using the Plotkin power 
domain. The representation constructed here uses algebraic domains as opposed to the 
work of Edalat and Heckmann [lo] which uses continuous domains. 
Definition 4.1. Let X be a complete metric space. Then 
2(X) = {K C X: K # 0 and K is compact}. 
4.1. Representing compact subsets of a complete metric space 
We start by giving the construction for the easier case when effectivity is not con- 
sidered. The effective case will be studied in the next subsection. 
Let (D,DR, $) be the domain representation constructed as in Theorem 3.6 of the 
complete metric space X and let E = P’p(D). Recall that the compact elements of D 
are the principal ideals generated over a closed neighbourhood system, cf. Definition 
3.4. 
Definition 4.2. Define a function diam: P$(D,) 4 [0, co) U {co} by 
diam(A) = max{diam S: S E A}. 




+ (VT E B)(3S E A)(diam(T) ddiam(S)) 
+ diam(B) 6 diam(A), 
where the first implication is the Smyth condition of the Egli-Milner order. 0 
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The lemma above shows that diam is well defined on EC and that it is monotonically 
decreasing. 
Definition 4.4. Extend the function diam to a function diam: E 4 [0, cm) U {co} by 
diam(1) = $I diam(d). 
An ideal I is converging if diam(Z) = 0. The set of converging ideals in E is denoted 
by E’. 
The function diam is a monotonically decreasing function, hence large ideals will 
give small values when diam is applied to them. The converging ideals are, as we 
will see, in some sense the ideals that contain total information about the represented 
object. We will introduce a natural representation function cp and will show that any 
converging ideal represents a non-empty compact subset of the space X. 
Definition 4.5. Define a function cp:?T(D,)+9’(X) by 
cp(A)= u s. 
SEA 
Lemma 4.6. Let A, B E P,F(DC). Then A CIpB + q(B) C q(A). 
Proof. 
A Cp B + (‘v’T E B)(3S E A)(S C T) 
H (VT E B)(3S E A)(T C S) 
=+ V(B) C V(A). 0 
The lemma above shows that cp is well-defined on EC and that it is monotonically 
decreasing w.r.t. C . 
Definition 4.7. Extend cp to a function cp:E + P(X) by 
CPU) = f-l WI. 
AEI 
The function cp takes E, to closed sets since q(A) for A E YfT((DC) is a finite union 
of closed sets. Moreover cp takes E to closed sets since q(Z) for I E E is an intersection 
of closed sets. 
The following technical lemma is crucial. It says that no set appearing in a converg- 
ing ideal will be avoided by the set represented by the ideal. 
Lemma 4.8. Let I be a converging ideal. Then fbr any A E I and SE A there exists 
an xESflcp(Z). 
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Proof. Fix A E I and S E A. Since I is a converging ideal we can find a sequence 
(A, )n~w such that A = A0 and A, CIp An+), for all n, and such that lim, diam(A,)=O. 
Define inductively a sequence (S,,)nEw by letting Sa = S E A = A0 and by letting S,+ 1 E 
A ,,+l be such that S, L S,+t . This is possible by the Hoare condition. For each n select 
a point x, in S,. The sequence (x,) is a Cauchy sequence since diam S,, + 0 as n + 3=. 
Let x = lim, x,,. We will show that x E p(Z) by showing that x E q(B) for an arbitrary 
B ~1. So let B EZ and define inductively a sequence (Cn)nEw in I by letting Co be 
such that A0 Cp CO and B !&p CO and by letting C,+l be such that C,, Cp C,,+i and 
A n+l Cp C,+, . Define a sequence (Tn)nEw by letting TO E CO be such that SO L TO and 
by letting T,+i E Cn+t be such that T,, E T,+, and &+I C T,+I . For each n select a 
point y,, in T,,. Let y = lim, y,. For any m > n we have that x, and y, is in S,, since 
S, C S,,. Hence, since diam S,, + 0, x = y and x E S,,. Since B CP CO, there exists by 
the Smyth condition an R E B such that R C TO. Hence x E q(B). Since the choice of 
B was arbitrary we have x E q(Z). q 
We observe that the proof above uses both the Smyth and the Hoare condition on 
the ordering of E. 
Proposition 4.9. Let I be a converging ideal. Then q(I) is a non-empty compact 
subset of X. 
Proof. We have already noted that ~(1) is closed. Hence it is sufficient to show that 
q(Z) is non-empty and totally bounded, since a closed and totally bounded subset of 
a complete metric space is compact. That cp(l) is non-empty follows by Lemma 4.8. 
We now show that q(Z) is totally bounded by showing that we can find an E-net 
for any F > 0. Let E > 0. Choose an A E I such that diam(A) < 8. By Lemma 4.8 there 
exists an xs E S n q(Z) for every S E A. Clearly {Q : S E A} is an &-net for q(Z). 0 
Lemma 4.10. For any non-empty compact subset K of X there exists a converging 
ideal I such that q(Z) = K. 
Proof. Let 
I = {A E $(D,): V’s E A(S n K # 0) and KC q(A)}. 
It is easy to verify that the set 
C={SnT: SEA, TEB, SnTnK#@}, 
is an upper bound of A,B. By definition we have that any set in C intersects K, hence 
to see that C belongs to I we only have to verify that K c q(C). This is the case since 
for any x E K there exists S E A and T E B such that x E S n T. Thus, I contains upper 
bounds of any two sets in I. Let B Cp A. Then any set in B intersects K since there 
exists a smaller set in A that intersects K by the Hoare condition. By Lemma 4.6 
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K C q(A) C q(B). Hence I downwards closed. Thus Z is an ideal since it is clearly 
non-empty. Since K is compact there exists A E I such that diam(A) <E for any E > 0. 
q 
We will denote the ideal Z in the proof of the lemma above by ZK. 
Collecting the results in this section we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.11. Let (D,DR, +) be a standard domain representation of a complete 
metric space X and let E =Ppp(D). Let cp: ER +.9+(X) be the function defined in 
Dejinition 4.7. Then (E,ER, cp) is a domain representation of 2(X). 
Note that the representing domain E in Theorem 4.11 is an algebraic cpo, but not 
necessarily a Scott-Ershov domain. If the space X is separable then we can choose a 
countably based standard representation D of X. Then clearly, D is an SFP domain 
and hence E is also an SFP domain. 
Definition 3.1 required that the representing function qn in Theorem 4.11 should be 
a quotient. We have not considered topology on 2?(X) yet. However, if we consider 
2(X) with the quotient topology induced by 50, then clearly, cp is a quotient. It remains 
to determine what the induced topology is. We will now show that it is the topology 
induced by the Hausdorff metric on 2’(X). 
Definition 4.12. Let X be a metric space. The Hausdorff metric, dH, on 2’(X) is given 
by 
dH(K, K’) = max sup d(x, K’), sup d(y, K) , 
XEK YEK’ 
where d(x, K) = infYEK d(x, y). 
From now on we assume that 2(X) is given the Hausdorff metric. 
Let Z and J be converging ideals containing A. Then for any x E q(Z) there ex- 
ists an SEA such that x E S. By Lemma 4.8 there exists an x’ ES n q(J). Hence 
d(x, q(J)) < diam(S) d diam(A). By symmetry dH( q(Z), q(J)) < diam(A). 
Lemma 4.13. Let (E, ER, q) be the domain representation of H(X) in Theorem 4. II. 
Then cp : ER + 2’(X) is continuous. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that cp-‘[B(K,r)] is open for an arbitrary basic open 
set B(K,r). Let Z E q-‘[B(K,r)]. Since Z is converging there exists an A E Z such that 
diam(A)<r-du(K, r&Z)). Let .Z be a converging ideal containing A. Then du(cp(Z), 
q(J)) < diam(A) < r-dH(K, q(Z)). H ence d~(K,cp(J))~d~(K,cp(z))+d~(cp(l),cp(J)) 
<r. Thus ZE~A~IE~C~-‘[B(K,~)]. 0 
The ideal ZK constructed in Lemma 4.10 contains every possible approximation of 
K. We would like to construct an ideal where the approximations are of a uniform and 
simple form. We will construct such an ideal, but in order to do that we will have to 
make a stipulation on the domain D representing X. 
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For the remaining part assume that the domain representation D of X is built from 
a closed neighbourhood system containing every closed sphere. For any E>O the finite 
set of closed &-spheres centred in an s-net of K is a finite covering of K. If S is a 
closed sphere centred in x then let +S denote the closed sphere centred in x with half 
the radius of that of S. 
Let K E s(X). Construct a sequence (A,) of approximations of K by letting As 
be the set of 2’-spheres centred in a 2’-net of K. Suppose A,, is constructed such 
that A,, consists of 22”+’ -spheres centred in K such that {is: S E A,} covers K. For 
each S E A, let As be the set of 2-n-spheres centred in a 2-“-‘-net of K fl 4s. Let 
A n+~ = USEA”As. Clearly, A,+1 consists of 2~” spheres centred in K. For any x E K 
there exists an S E A, such that x E is. Since { ;S’: S’ E As} covers K n :S there exists 
an S’ E As such that x E is’. Hence { +S: S E A,,+,} covers K. 
We will show that A, &p A,+, . Let S’ E As for some S E A,. Then S’ is a 2-“-sphere 
centred within 2~” from the centre of S. Hence S’ is a subset of the 2~“+I-sphere S. 
Thus the Smyth condition is verified. If S E A, then there exists an S’ E As C A,+1 such 
that S’ C: S since {is’ : S’ E As} covers K n :S # 0. 
Let 
Then ZK is a converging ideal. However, observe that IK is not uniquely determined 
by K since IK depends on the s-nets chosen in the construction. 
Lemma 4.14. Let (D, DR, tj) be a standard domain representation of X and suppose 
that the underlying closed neighbourhood system contains every closed sphere. Then 
(E, ER, cp) is a pseudo-open domain representation of J?‘(X). 
Proof. Let U be an open set such that q-‘[K] 5 U. The ideal I, belongs to U. There 
exists an A E Z, such that T[A] C U. In fact, we can choose A to be A,, for some n E W, 
in the construction of ZK. 
Let K’ E B(K, 2~“) and let y E K’. Then there exists an x E K such that d(x, y) ~2~“. 
Since x E K there exists an SE A,, such that x E YS. But S is a 22”+I-sphere, hence 
any point within 2~” from x will belong to S. In particular, y ES. Thus y E cp(A,), 
i.e., K’ C q(A,). 
Let S E A,, and let x be the centre point of S. Since dH(K, K’) < 2~” there exists a 
y E K’ such that d(x, y) ~2~“. Clearly, y E S. Hence we have shown that A, E ZK’. It 
follows that ZK’ E T[An] C U so K’ E cp[U], i.e., K E (cp[U])“. 0 
Any pseudo-open map is a quotient map, hence the lemma above implies that 43 is 
a quotient map. 
Theorem 4.15. Let (D, DR, II/) be a standard pseudo-open domain representation of a 
complete metric space X, where the underlying closed neighbourhood system contains 
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every closed sphere of X. Then there exists a pseudo-open domain representation 
(E,ER, cp) of the metric space (2’(X), dH). 
Proof. By Theorem 4.15 and Lemmas 4.13 and 4.14. 0 
It is not necessary to demand that every sphere is included in the closed neighbour- 
hood system underlying the domain representation. A slight modification of the above 
proof shows that it suffices to have a set of spheres centred in a dense set of X and 
with rational radii in the underlying closed neighbourhood system. 
4.2. Representing compact subsets of an eflective metric space 
This subsection will repeat the development in the previous subsection but taking 
effectivity into account. Analogous to the case for effective representations of metric 
spaces, the main difference in the development is that we will use formal balls with 
formal operations on them instead of working with subsets of the metric space. 
The variable F, with or without subscripts, ranges over formal balls. The variables 
o and r range over permissible sets of formal balls. Many of the arguments use per- 
missible sets of formal balls that are singleton sets, i.e., 0 = {F}. We let F denote 
the singleton set {F}. Clearly, any F is a permissible set and F E F. The variables A, 
B and C range over finite sets of permissible sets of formal balls; we will identify 
these with the principal ideal that they generate, hence they also range over compact 
elements of the power domain. Finally, I and J range over the ideals in the power 
domain. 
The following lemma shows that any compact set can be covered by finitely many 
formal balls centred in a dense subset of X. 
Lemma 4.16. For any compact set K C X and any E > 0 there exists a jnite set M 
of formal balls such that (when considered as sets) 
6) KC U M 
(ii) each F E h4 has a radius less than or equal to E, and 
(iii) YFEM(F~K#~). 
Proof. Approximate an s/2-net with points from the dense subset of X. Take the formal 
s-balls centred in these points. 0 
From now on let (D,DR, I/I) be the domain representation constructed in Theorem 
3.11 of a complete efictive metric space X and let E = Pp(D). 
Intuitively the set represented by a set of formal balls is their intersection, but this 
intersection may be empty. The following definition avoids this by requiring that the 
sets are singleton sets. 
Definition 4.17. An ideal IE E is converging if for any E > 0 there exists Af I such 
that 
A={F,,,,,,...,F,~,,} 
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and such that ri <E for 16 i <n. The set A is a set of sets of formal balls, but the 
latter sets contain only a single formal ball each. The set of converging ideals in E is 
denoted by ER. 
A converging ideal is, as we will see, in some sense an ideal that contains total 
information about the represented object. We will introduce a natural representation 
function cp and will show that the converging ideals represent the non-empty compact 
subsets of the space X. 
Definition 4.18. Define a function cp: D, +.9’(X) by 
and extend this to cp : 9; (DC) + P(X) by 
V(A) = U q(e). 
UEA 
The notation F,,, denotes both the formal ball and the set it contains. The interpretation 
should be clear from the context. 
Note that the function cp has closed sets as values since they are finite unions and 
intersections of closed sets. 







(b’z~B)(3a~A)(a C z) 
(~‘~EB)(~~EA)(V~~,,E~)(~F~,,E~)(F~,~ =s Pa,,) 
(~~EB)(~~EA)(VF,,,E~)(~F~,,E~)(F~,.~ C Fa,,) 
W’zeB)(3a~A)(cp(z) G da)) 
V(B) C q(A). 0 
The lemma above shows that cp is well defined as a function from EC to .C?(X) and 
that it is monotonically decreasing. 
Definition 4.20. Extend cp to a function q : E + P(X) by 
&I)= n WI. 
AEI 
The following lemma is the effective analog of Lemma 4.8. However, both its state- 
ment and proof are much more delicate. An ideal is effective if the ideal is a computable 
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element of the effective domain, i.e., if the elements of the ideal can be enumerated 
effectively. 
Lemma 4.21. Let I be a converging ideal and let AE I. If the singleton set F,, 
belongs to A, then for any E > 0 there exists an x EX such that XE F,,,+, f- q(Z). 
Moreover, such an x can be found effectively from E and I when I is an eflective 
ideal. 
Proof. Since I converges we can find a sequence (An)nE o E I such that A,, is of the 
form 
and such that r,i<2?‘, for all n and i= l,...,k,. 
We now show that if Fb,s E BE I then for any n there exists an F,,I,~, EA, such that 
F& and Fbl,s’ are consistent. Let CEI be an upper bound of A,, and B. Using the 
Hoare condition we can find a~ C such that Fb,$ C CT and using the Smyth condition 
there must exist an Fb,,s, EA, such that Fb, ,s~ CO. We have that o is an upper bound 
of Fb,s and Fbf,st, hence consistency for the formal balls follows. 
Choose an m such that 2--mf2 <E. For ke:o we will choose a set containing a single 
formal ball in Amtk. For k=O we choose Fao,rO EA, such that FaO,rO is consistent 
with F,,,. Suppose F,,, rk is chosen from A,,,+k. Choose F,,,,,,,, EA,,,+~+, such that 
F ak+,,rk+, is consistent with Fat,o. Consider the sequence of centre points of these 
formal balls, i.e., the sequence (ak). Clearly, this sequence is a Cauchy sequence in 
X, so let x = lim ak. The limit x belongs to F,.r+, since 
4a, x> d 4a, as) + Ed(ak, akfl) 
k=O 
d r+rO+ E(rk +rk+l) 
k=O 




= r+2, 2-m+’ 
drf.5 
We will now show that this x is in every q(B) for BE I. So let BE I. Since B is a 
finite set there must exist a GE B such that c and Fak,rk are consistent for infinitely many 
k. Hence, for any Fb,s E CT the distance from b to x is bounded by s + 2rk ds + 2-kt’ 
for infinitely many k. Thus x E Fb,s and hence x E q(B). 
Assume that f is an effective ideal, i.e., is an r.e. set. To find A,, simply enumerate 
the members of I until one is found that satisfies the desired properties. It is decidable 
whether two formal balls are consistent, hence finding a consistent formal ball in A, 
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is effective. The starting index m can be computed from E. Thus, it is possible to 
effectively construct the sequence (Q). This sequence converges effectively to X. Ll 
Proposition 4.22. Let I be a converging ideal. Then q(I) is a non-empty compuct 
subset of X. 
Proof. Clearly, q(Z) is closed. Hence it is sufficient to show that q(Z) is non-empty 
and totally bounded, since a closed and totally bounded subset of a complete metric 
space is compact. That cp(l) is non-empty follows by Lemma 4.21. 
We now show that q(Z) is totally bounded by showing that we can find an E-net 
for any E > 0. Let E > 0. Since I is converging there exists an A E I such that A is of 
the form 
A = {F,,,r,,...,Fak,rk}, 
where r; is bounded by ~13. For each i E { 1,. . . , k} there exists an 
by Lemma 4.21. Clearly, the set of E-balls centred in the Xi-s cover q(A) _> q(Z), hence 
{Xi: 1 <i<k} is an c-net. 0 
Corollary 4.23. Let I be c1 converging ideal and let AEI. If the singleton set F,, 
belongs to A, then there exists an XEX such that XE F,,, n q(l). 
Proof. Using Lemma 4.21 construct a sequence (x,) of points in q(Z), where x, E 
Fa,r_k2-ti. Since q(Z) is compact by Proposition 4.22 the sequence (x,) has a cluster 
point x E q(Z). The point x belongs to F,,, since F,,, is closed and since d(x, F,,,) is 
bounded by 2-” for infinitely many n. 0 
We will now show that for any compact subset K there exists a converging ideal 1 
representing K, i.e., q(Z) = K. Let FB denote the set of formal balls. For any compact 
set K let 
pK= {F1,... 
I 
,Fk}CFB: i=l,..., k, FinK#@I and Kc_JFi . 
i I 
By Lemma 4.16 the set 9~ is non-empty and contains elements of arbitrarily small 
maximal radius. For a finite non-empty subset G = {HI,. . . , H,} of 9~ define 
Let 
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Lemma 4.24. The set IK is a converging ideal and cp(IK) = K. 
Proof. It is clear that IK is non-empty and closed downwards with respect to Cp. 
In order to show that IK is an ideal we show for any G = {HI,. . . , H,} and G’ = 
{Hi,. . . , HA} that MoUoj is an upper bound of MG and MG~. Assume that {Fl,. . , 
F,,} E MG. By definition of MG there exists x E K such that x E Fi for i = 1,. . . , n. For 
any Hi E G’, K C U{F: FE Hi’}, hence there exists F: E H/ such that x E F:. Thus 
{FI,...,F,,F,’ ,..., F;}EMW 
and hence the Hoare condition is satisfied. We omit the straightforward verification of 
the Smyth condition. We have shown that IK is an ideal. 
By Lemma 4.16 we can for any E > 0 find H E 9~ such that any F E H has radius 
less than E. Letting G = {H} we find witnesses MG to the convergence of IK. Moreover, 
suppose x E cp(IK). Then, since x is in some F in H, we have that d(x, K) is bounded 
by 2~. Since this is true for any E>O we have that xEK, i.e., cp(IK) C K. 
Let MG E IK and x E K. Then for every HE G there exists a FE H such that x E F. 
Thus there exists an element of MG witnessing that XE cp(M~). Hence K C cp(IK). We 
have shown cp(IK) = K. Cl 
Collecting the results in this section we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.25. Let (D, DR, $) be a standard eflective domain representation of a com- 
plete effective metric space X and let E = Pp(D). Let cp : ER 4.9’(X) be the function 
dejined in Dejinition 4.20. Then (E,ER,(p) is an eflective domain representation of 
H(X ). 
The representing domain in Theorem 4.25 is an SFP domain and not necessarily a 
Scott-Ershov domain. 
We have so far neglected the topology of the space X(X) as we did in the previous 
construction. We will now relate the quotient topology induced by the domain repre- 
sentation on X(X) to the topology induced by the Hausdorff metric. We will show 
that they coincide and that the representing function cp is pseudo-open. 
Let I and J be converging ideals containing A = {Fal,r,, . . . , Fa4,,.k} and let s = maxi 
2r,. For any XE q(I) there exists a F,, EA such that XE F,,,. By Corollary 4.23 there 
exists an x’ E F,,, n q(J). Hence d(x, q(J)) <2r <s. By symmetry dH(cp(I), q(J)) ds. 
Lemma 4.26. Let (E,ER, cp) be the effective domain representation above of Z’(X). 
Then cp : ER + X(X) is continuous. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that q-‘[B(K, r)] is open in ER for an arbitrary ba- 
sic open set B(K, r). Let IE q-‘[B(K, r)], Since I is converging there exists an A = 
{F,,,,,,...,Fat,rk } EI such that s = maxi 2ri <r - dH(K, &I)). Let J be a converging 
ideal containing A. Then dH(cp(I), q(J)) <s <r - dH(K, q(I)). Hence dH(K, q(J)) d 
~H(K, q(l)) +dH(cp(I), q(J)) Cr. Thus fA n ER C V’[B(K r)l. 0 
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Fig. 1. 3F,,, <F. 
The ideal ZK is a large ideal in the sense that it contains many approximation of 
K. We will construct a smaller ideal where the approximations are of a uniform and 
simple form. 
If F,,, is a formal ball then kF,,, denotes the formal ball Fa,+-. We assume that 
any set of formal balls covering K is constructed as in Lemma 4.16. In particular, we 
assume that every formal ball we consider intersects K. 
Let K be a compact set. We construct a sequence (A,) of approximations of K. Let 
M be a finite set of formal 2’-balls covering K and let A0 = (3F: F EM}. Suppose A, 
satisfies that A, consists of formal 3 .2-“-balls and that K is covered by { :F: FEA,}. 
For every FE A,, use Lemma 4.16 to find a finite set ?&F of formal 2-“-l -balls covering 
K I- SF. Let 
A n+l = U (3F’: F’EMF}. 
FEA, 
Clearly, A,,+] consists of formal 3 .2-“-‘-balls. For any XE K there exists FEA, such 
that XE :F. Since MF covers +F n K there exists an F’ EMF such that XE F’. Hence 
{fF: FEA,,,} covers K. 
We will show that A, &p A,,+, . Let F,,, EbfF for some FE A,,. Then F,,, is a for- 
mal 2-“-‘-ball where d(a, K n iF)<2-“-I. Hence 3F,,, $ F, cf. Fig. 1. Thus the 
Smyth condition is verified. If FEA, then there exists an F’ EMF such that 3F’ C F 
since A~F covers K n :F # 0. Hence F’ EA n+l and the Hoare condition is thereby 
verified. 
Let ZK be the converging ideal generated by the chain (A,). We have that K 2 cp(ZK) 
since A,, covers K for n E o. If x $! K then there exists an open sphere around x that 
avoids K. Hence there exists an n E w such that x $ cp(A,) > cp(ZK). Thus we have that 
K = cp(Z~). Note that 1~ is not uniquely determined by K since there may be many 
possible s-nets in a compact set. 
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Lemma 4.27. Let (E,ER, cp) be the efSective domain representation of P(X) con- 
structed above. Then cp is a pseudo-open mapping. 
Proof. Let K E 3’(X) and let U C ER be an open set such that q-‘[K] C U. Then the 
ideal 1~ belongs to U. There exists an AEZ~ such that T[A] C U. We can choose A to 
be A,, for some n in the construction of I,. 
Let K’ EB(K,~-“). We will show that A,, EZ “. Then it follows that K’ = cp(ZK’ ) E 
cp[U] and hence that K~(cp[Ul)“. 
Let y E K’. Then there exists an XE K such that d(x, y) ~2~“. Since XE K there 
exists an FEA, such that XE $F. But F is a formal 3.22”-ball, hence any point within 
2~” from x will belong to F. In particular, YE F. Thus K’ C U{F: FEA,}. 
If F EA, then iF intersects K, by assumption on the construction of 1~. Thus there 
exists an XE +F n K. There exists a ~EK’ such that d(x, y) ~2~“. Clearly YE F, i.e., 
F n K’#0. This concludes the proof that A,, l ZK’. 0 
Any pseudo-open map is a quotient map, hence the lemma above implies that q is 
a quotient map. 
Theorem 4.28. Let (D, DR, $) be a standard pseudo-open eflective domain representa- 
tion of a complete eflective metric space X. Then there exists a pseudo-open eflective 
domain representation (E, ER, cp) of the metric space (x(X), dH), obtained untformly 
and eflectively from (D, DR, $). 
Proof. By Theorem 4.25 and Lemmas 4.26 and 4.27. 0 
We introduce two notions of effective compactness and effective total boundedness. 
The first is induced from the effective domain representation of x(X) while the other 
is defined directly from an effective metric space. These two notions are then shown 
to be effectively equivalent. 
Definition 4.29. Let (E, ER, cp) be the effective domain representation of Z?(X) con- 
structed above. Then a compact set K E 9?‘(X) is 
(i) effectively compact if there exists an effective ideal I E ER such that q(Z) = K; 
(ii) ejktively totally bounded if there exists a computable function f : Q+ -+ PJ-(X~) 
such that f(E) is an s-net in K, where Xk are the computable elements of X. 
Theorem 4.30. A compact set K is eflectively compact if and only tx it is eflectively 
totally bounded. Moreover, an r.e.-index of an efSective ideal I representing a compact 
set K is untformly computable from an index of the function witnessing that K is 
efhectively totally bounded, and vice versa. 
Proof. Let F >O and let K be effectively compact. Then there exists an effective 
ideal ZEE~ such that ~(1) = K. Since I is converging we can effectively find an 









Xl -x2 7-1(Z) ----L 7-w) 
Fig. 2. Lifting of a representing function to the powerdomain. 
A = @a,,,,,. . .,Fan,r. } EI such that ri < $. By Lemma 4.21 we can effectively compute 
xi E K such that d(ai, xi)< 5. Clearly the set {Xi: 1 <i<n} is an s-net in K. 
Let K be effectively totally bounded. We claim that it is possible to effectivise the 
construction of ZK. The only step in the construction of 1~ that is not already clearly 
effective is the use of Lemma 4.16. However, in the presence of a computable function 
f witnessing that K is effectively totally bounded, it is clearly possible to effectivise 
this lemma. 0 
Let (Di, DF, $i) be standard effective domain representations of the effective complete 
metric spaces Xi, and let (Ei, EF, vi) be the effective domain representations of JP(Xi) 
constructed as above from (Di, Dp, $i) for i = 1,2. 
If f : D, + 02 is an effective continuous function then it induces an effective and 
continuous function g : XI --+X2. Since the continuous image of a compact set is com- 
pact we can view g as a function from %(X1) to #(X2). We would like to con- 
struct an effective function 7: El + E2 from f such that ~(f(Z))=g(cpi(Z)). Cf. 
Fig. 2. 
Definition 4.31. Let f : DI -+ D2 be a continuous function. Then define a function 
f:p;*((DM+E2 by 
J(A) = [{f (0): oEA)l. 
Remember the notation [.] introduced after Lemma 2.14. Inside the brackets in the 
definition off is a finite set of elements from 02 and hence the bracketed expression 
denotes an ideal in E2. Note that if f is an effective function then 
function by Lemma 2.15. 
Lemma 4.32. Let A,BEP~((D~),). Then AEpB+f(A) Lp j(B). 
Proof. 
ACpB H (‘d~~B)(3o~A)(a~z) and 
(‘v’o~A)(3z~B)(oCIz) 
+ (b?EB)(3oEA)(f(a)& f(z)) and 
J‘ is an effective 
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The implication is true since f is monotone. 0 
The lemma above shows that f is well defined and monotone and hence we can 
extend J to a continuous function f : El + Ez. 
We need the following topological fact. 
Lemma 4.33. Let K be a compact subspace of a metric space X and let (x,),~ w be 
a sequence in X such that lim, d(x,, K) = 0. Then there is an x E K such that x is a 
cluster point of the sequence (x,,)~ Ew. 
Proof. We construct a new sequence (yrn )m E w in K. Let al,. . . ,ak be a 2-M-net in K. 
Consider the open cover {B(ai, 2-m+1 ): 1 dibk}. The sequence (x,) will eventually be 
included in this cover. Hence the sequence (xn) will infinitely often be in B(ai, 2-“+‘) 
for some i, let ym be such an ai. The sequence (ym) has a cluster point x E K since 
K is sequentially compact. To see that x is also a cluster point of (xn) we have to 
show that (x,) is infinitely often in any open neighbourhood of x. Let s>O and let 
m be an index such that d(x, ym) <~/2 and such that 2?‘+2 <E. If n is an index such 
that d(x,, y,) <2- m+l then d(x,,x)<d(x,, ym) + d(ym,x)<2-m+1 + E/~-C&. There are 
infinitely many such indices, so x is a cluster point of the sequence (x,). 0 
Lemma 4.34. Zf f : D1 --+D2 is a continuous function such that f [OF] C 0: 
then f[EF] C EF. 
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. We begin by finding a critical point XEX~. We 
then use the instance f (I,.) E 0: of the assumption to get a contradiction. 
Let ZEE~, K = cpl(Z) and J = f(Z), and let the sequence (An)nEw witness that Z 
converges. Assume that J fails to converge. Then there exists an E > 0 such that for all 
BE J of the form B = {Fb, ,$, . . . , Fbk,Sk } there exists an i E { 1,. . . , k} such that Si > E. 
We will select a formal ball from A,, = {F =.,, rn,, . . . , Fa,kn,rnkn } for every n. If there 
exists an Fb,,E & f (Fa,,,rn, ) for every i E { 1,. . . , k,,} then {Fb,,E,. . . , Fbkn,E} E J contradict- 
ing that J fails to converge. Hence there exists an i,, E { 1,. . . , k,} such that f (Fan,,,,.,,, ) 
is not above any singleton set of formal balls of radius less than or equal to E. Con- 
sider the sequence (anin) of centre points of the formal balls selected from A,, nE cu. 
By Corollary 4.23 the sequence (a,i,) has the property lim,d(a,i,,K) =O. Hence by 
Lemma 4.33 there exists a cluster point XEK of the sequence (a,i,). 
Consider the ideal Z,, the smallest ideal converging to x. The function f maps 
converging ideals to converging ideals. Hence for any E >O there exists F,,, EZ, and 
Fb,EE f (Z,) such that Fb,B L f(Fa,r). Since Fa,r~Zx we have that the distance between 
a and x is strictly less than r. We can hence choose a sufficiently large index n 
such that F, “,“, In,, J F,, and such that x E F, “,., r,,, This gives a contradiction since 
Fb,E E f (F=+,r”,n ). 0 
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Theorem 4.35. Let (Di,DR,IC,j) be standard effective domain representations of the 
effective complete metric spaces Xi, and let (Ei, E,?, pi) be the eflective domain rep- 
resentations of X(Xi), for i = 1,2. Let f : D1 4 DZ be a continuous function such 
that f [Dy] z Dt and let g : Xl + X2 be the continuous function induced by f. Then 
q2tj(Z))=g[cpl(Ol, i.e., f represents gL.1. 
Proof. Let K = ql(Z). We will show that q&(Z))=g[K]. 
Let XEK and let AEZ. We have x~qi(A) since x~K=rpl(Z). Hence there ex- 
ists a a~,4 such that x~qi(cr)= t+!q[Ton_Dy]. Since f represents g it follows that 
g(x)E~~[r(f(a))no,Rl=(P2(f(~))~ cp2(f(A)). Hence WI C dh4)) for every 
A ~1 so gK1 C (Pz(f (I)). 
Let YE&(Z)). Since j(Z) is converging there exists a sequence (B,) in j(Z) 
such that B, consists of singleton sets of formal balls, where the radii of the formal 
balls are bounded by 2-“. Since YE cp2(j(Z)) we have that for each n there exists a 
formal ball Fbn,sn E B, such that y E Ft,“,$“. For every n there exists an element A,, EZ 
such that B, C f(An). There exists an F,,,r, EA, such that Fb,,s, E f (Fan,,“), which 
implies dFan,,l C Fb.,S,. By Corollary 4.23 there exists an XE K n FOn,rfi, call it x,. The 
sequence (g(xn)) is a sequence in g[K] which converges to y and since g[K] is closed, 
YEdKl. Hence m(f(O) 2 dK1. 0 
5. Hyperbolic IFS 
An iterated function system or IFS is a finite set of functions operating on a metric 
space. See [3] for an introduction to this area. 
Definition 5.1. A hyperbolic IFS consists of a complete metric space and a finite set 
of contractive functions. 
We will immediately consider effectivity. 
Definition 5.2. An efSective hyperbolic IFS consists of an effective complete metric 
space and a finite set of effective contractive functions. 
The image of a set A under an IFS is the union of the images under the functions 
in the system. An attractor of an IFS is a subset A of the space which is invariant 
under the system, i.e., the image of A under the system is A, and such that there exists 
an open neighbourhood U of A satisfying that the image of U is a subset of U. 
In order to prove Theorem 5.4 we need to have representing functions that for any 
approximation give a fairly good approximation of the image of the approximation. 
Lemma 5.3. Let (D,DR, cp) be a standard efSective domain representation of an 
effective complete metric space X and let g :X --$X be an eflective contraction 
with Lipschitz constant k< 1. Then there exists an efSective function f : D+ D 
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representing and such that for each formal ball F,,, and for each rational s > k r 
there exists a formal ball Fb,s such that Fb,s E f (F,,,). 
Proof. Let h : D + D be an effective function representing q such that h(Z,) = Z,,,,, for 
XEX. Such an h can be found as the composition of an effective function representing 
g and the effective function that for any compact element of D gives the proper ap- 
proximations of that element. This latter function takes any ideal I E DR to 1, if I -+x. 
Let 
6 = {Fb,s: (3F,,, E o)W’,,, E h(Z,))(d(b, c) d s - t - kr)}, 
where OED,. Define f :D,--+D by 
(3) 
f (0) = {z C,q: z is permissible}. 
We have that f(c) is downwards closed since PO is downwards closed. Let r, r’ E 
f(o), then we can find an upper bound of r and r’ by taking an appropriate sub- 
set of ZU 7’. Hence f (cr) is an ideal in D. We show that f is monotone. Suppose 
cr C 6’. Let Fb,$E f (6), then there exists F,,, E (T and there exists F,, E h(Z,) such 
that d(b,c)bs-t-kr. Since o C cr’ there exists F,J,,, E o’ such that F,,,,,<F,,,, i.e., 
d(a, a’) < r-r’. By contractivity d(g(a), q(a’)) < k(r-r’). It follows that Fc,t+~(r_r/) E 
h(Z,j ), since F,, E h(Z,). The formal ball FC,r+k(r-r,j witnesses that Fb,s E 2%) since 
d(b,c)<s - t - kr=s - (t + k(r - r’))-kr’. 
We have thereby shown that f is monotone and hence that it can be extended to a 
continuous function on D. It is clear that f is an effective function representing q. 
Since h(Z,) converges there exists FC,t~ h(Z,) for arbitrarily small t. By choosing b 
in (3) to be c we have that FO contains formal balls of any radius greater than kr. 
0 
Theorem 5.4. An eflective hyperbolic IFS on an eflective complete metric space X 
has a unique effective non-empty compact attractor. 
Proof. Let (D,DR, $) be a standard effective domain representation of X and let 
(E,ER, q) be the effective domain representation of Z’(X) constructed in Section 4. 
We are given effective functions gi, . . . , gn on X and rational Lipschitz constants 
ki < 1 for each gi. Let fi : D + D be effective functions representing gi constructed as 
in Lemma 5.3. 
Construct a function f : EC 4 E by 
f(A)= rj Bi:B&A) . 
{ i=l 1 
We will show that f(A) is an ideal. Let C LpB for some BET(A). Let Ci = {aE C : 
3z~B~(a C z)}. For each GE C there exists TUB such that CJ C Z. Hence C = Ui Ci. 
Clearly Ci C PBI. Hence Ci E f,(A). Thus C = Ui Ci E j(A). 
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Assume that B = Ui Bi and B’ = Ui B: belong to f(A). For each i there exists a 
CiEx(A) such that Bi,Bi &pCi. Clearly C = Ui CiEf(A) is an upper bound of B and 
B’. Thus f(A) is an ideal. 
Since f is a monotone function it can be extended to a continuous function on E. 
Let g : X(X)+ S(X) be defined by 
!dKl = 5 C7iiKl. 
i=l 
For each BEG and i~{l ,. . . ,n} there exists, by the definition of f, Bi c B such 
that Bi ~fi(Z). Clearly, q(Bi) G q(B), hence cp(f,(Z)) C cp(~=(Z)), and since cp(f,(Z)) 
=gi[cp(Z)] we have 
ddz)l = U Si [dz)l = U &(I)) C df(z)). i i 
Assume x $ gJcp(Z)] = cp(f,(Z)), for i E { 1,. . . ,n}. For each i there exists Bj E?,(Z) such 
that x @ q(Bi). Thus x @ ~p(u, B;), and Ui B;ef(Z), so x $! &(I)). We have shown 
that g[cp(Z)] = &f(Z)), i.e., f represents g. 
Remember that a formal ball is centred in a point of some dense subset X0 of X. 
Let a E& and let k = maxi ki. Choose d and r rational such that d > maXi d(gi(a),a) 
and r >d/( 1 -k). Note that we can compute k and appropriate choices of d and r 
uniformly from f;: and ki. Let E>O be such that r = (d + &)/(1-k). 
Let s be such that kr <s < kr + c/2. By Lemma 5.3 there exists a formal ball Fb,s 
such that Fb,s l fief,,,). Let F,,, be the approximation of g(u) in (3) that witnesses 
that Fb,s E fi(Fa,r). We have that F,,, C Fb,s since 




We have shown for every i that there exists a formal ball fi such that fi E J;:(F,,) and 
F,, C fi. Clearly l$ is also in fi(F,,) and hence we have that {Fi,. . . , F,} E~(F,,). 
Furthermore {F,,,.} &{Fi, . . ,F,}. Thus {F,,,} CIP~({F~,,.}). Hence, by the least fixed 
point theorem for domains, there exists a least fixed point Z of 7 above {F,,,}. This 
fixed point can be calculated as 
We have to show that Z converges. For any formal ball F,,, and for i = 1,. . . , n we 
have by Lemma 5.3 that there exists a formal ball Fb,s such that Fb,s~fi(Fc,,) and 
s < t( 1 + k)/2. Hence there exists a finite set A of formal balls with radii bounded by 
t( 1 + k)/t such that A E f( {F,,,}). It follows that for all m there exists A, = {F,i, . , 
Fmp,} such that Amf_fm({Fa,,.}) an d such that the radii of the formal balls is bounded 
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by ((1 + k)/2)“r. But ((1 + k)/2)” -+O as m + DC) and hence we have shown that I 
converges. 
We have that ~(1) is a fixed point of g since 
Moreover, since f maps {F,,,} to some element strictly above {F,,,}, F& is a neigh- 
bourhood of ~(1) and g[F&] C Fir. Hence q(Z) is an attractor of the IFS. 
To show uniqueness consider successively larger formal balls centred in a. There 
exists an invariant set in each of these and they must coincide. 0 
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